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News from Thoroughbred Racing 
WinTicket Internet Betting – Problems are Mounting 

 
Last month I gave a glowing endorsement of the WinTicket (Ohio OTB) Internet wagering service.  My 
euphoria was understandable considering how long the wait has been for such an operation to appear.  But 
cracks in the dam are starting to widen and it looks like the on-line part of the operation will be shut down 
soon.  This is a shame, and the story is similar for YouBet, the other interactive Internet provider that is 
also hanging by a thread at the moment.  Here are some quotes and emails received since last month’s 
artcile …..…. 
 

I requested my winnings (about $330) from WinTicket and finally after more than two 
weeks received a check.  Repeated phone calls and emails to several parties including 
BRIS gave me the run-around.  I contacted BRIS and they claim they are not affiliated 
with WinTicket even though they are the exclusive advertiser!  Let this be a warning to 
others – be sure you can get your money out before signing up with any bet service. 
 ……….Ben Okamoto  
 

WinTicket.com gives a portion of every dollar bet to BRIS.  You will not find me betting 
there.  The tote board should look familiar, it's BRISNET's tote board. Hence the link to 
BRIS for handicapping info.  Get a Ladbroke/You Bet account and change your address 
to VA!   Rich Mullikin, HDW 
 

The Attorney General of the State of New Jersey has notified that they must not allow 
Internet wagering on their signals.  New Jersey tracks {and previously New York tracks} 
have been removed from the system.  
 

Churchill Downs Incorporated has requested that all of their racetracks be removed 
from the WinTicket.com website, effective Wednesday, October 24th. This affects Chur-
chill Downs, Ellis Park, Arlington, Hollywood Park, Calder and Hoosier. 
    WinTicket News and Notes  
 

The Ohio Racing Commission, at the request of the state attorney general, has ordered 
Beulah Park to halt operations of its Internet wagering site , WinTicket.com, immediately. 
The attorney general said she wishes to study the legality of the site. . 
    DRF News 
 

Rick Bush (HTR’s webmaster) sums it up for me ---- 
I get the impression that the online betting services and the tracks are almost going out 
of their way to make sure they fail. I understand that the tracks have to get their cut, but 
what is their cut from someone that they will not allow to bet online as to someone that 
can't get to one of their betting outlets?  How can the tracks be so stupid as to give one 
online betting an exclusive to their track? The online betting services are even more 
stupid for trying to get an exclusive to a track.  I would think the tracks would make more 
money with the most online betting services they could get carrying the feed.  
   Rick Bush 
 
Editors note -- I just canceled my account with WinTicket and requested my remaining funds.  I should 
have known it was too good to last.   
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Windows ME, Latest Upgrade for PC Users 
 

Without too much of the usual fanfare, Microsoft has released the latest edition of the Windows operating 
system.  It is titled Windows Millennium edition, or Windows Me for short.  Note that this is not the same 
as Windows 2000 – the latest network software upgrade to Windows NT.  Microsoft is indicating that this 
may be the final store-bought version of the Windows OS as future upgrades will come from the Internet.   
 
I picked up a promotional version of Windows Me for $49.95.  To get this cheap upgrade, you need to 
have Windows 98 on the computer.  The CD installed rapidly without any hassles and the desktop looked 
identical after the setup was complete, with just a few visual changes noticeable.  Upgraded items in-
cluded the dial up networking software that helps a slowpoke 56k modem operate quicker and more reli-
able now.  Minor changes appear with Internet Explorer (Internet Browser) and Outlook Express (email) 
and they have fixed some obvious bugs that crashed the computer before.  The Defrag and ScanDisk 
software are improved and run smoother.  Windows Media Player is a dramatic improvement and is much 
better than the older version if you like to listen to music or watch video clips.   
 
Windows 95 and 98 versions were notoriously full of bugs that caused hardware and software conflicts. 
The infamous: “Windows has detected an error and will now shut down this program……..” has appeared 
only once in the week since my installation.  I used to get it far more frequently when multitasking several 
programs and the Internet at the same time.  The biggest benefit of Windows Me may be the fact that Mi-
crosoft programmers have repaired many of the frustrating quirks in the older versions while allowing the 
upgrade to be smooth and not disrupt the current user desktop and program settings.  
 

Has MS-DOS been Removed from the Endangered Species List? 
There were rumors surrounding the latest two releases of Windows that DOS support would be removed 
and only Windows applications would run on the new operating system.  Many HTR users heard this and 
were concerned that our software would no longer function on the latest Windows platform.   
 
Not True!  Windows Me and Windows 2000 have removed the useless  “shut down and exit to MS-DOS” 
option from the Start/ShutDown menu.  That option allowed the user to exit Windows and run the com-
puter in pure MS-DOS mode.  But the option meant nothing because everyone figured out that running 
DOS programs under Windows was far quicker and more efficient.  The ability to go to the DOS command 
prompt is still there in all new versions and has even been given a more dignified place in the latest Win-
dows default pull-down menu: Start/Programs/Accessories/MS-DOS prompt.  I placed an icon on my Win-
dows desktop for the MS-DOS prompt by using the Create Shortcut option in Windows Me.   
 
The old DOS style command line is actually making a bit of a comeback with the competing Linux oper-
ating system.  Linux is new platform that appeals to hard-core programmer and hacker types because it 
has was released so that the source code is available to anyone who wants to mess with it.  Linux uses a 
DOS style command line approach instead of the Windows/Mac graphical user interface (GUI).  But the 
DOS command line has also regained popularity because users don’t like the slow and tedious handling of 
file manipulation in Windows.  
 
Access to the PC computer file system is faster and smoother in MS-DOS as compared to doing many 
similar tasks in Windows.  As hard disk sizes grew and file counts on the drive exploded, many people 
realized the typing: “>copy *.*” was a whole lot easier than trying to drag-and-drop or cut-and-paste hun-
dreds of files in the Windows Explorer.  Microsoft executives quietly do the same thing - DOS is the 
shortcut for the PC file system and there is no quicker way to get files moved, copied or deleted than with 
the DOS prompt command line functions.  Availability of the DOS prompt and the ability to run DOS 
based programs will remain a permanent part of the Windows operating system.   
 
Windows Me is a good upgrade for your PC and I recommend it for enhanced operation and fewer crashes 
and bugs than Windows 98/95.  Nothing will change regarding your operation of MS-DOS applications.  
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News for HTR Users 
Using the HTR-Consensus to Uncover False Favorites 

 
There has been some discussion on the HTR message board lately regarding the topic of false favorites.  
As handicappers this is a primary objective of the race analysis process – to be able to wager with confi-
dence against low priced public choices.  I asked Glen Love  to forward me his findings and to demon-
strate some test results with a large sample of races.  Thanks to Glen and everyone else on the discussion 
board for their continual unselfish contributions to handicapping with HTR. 
 
Glen tested many factors to locate false morning line favorites with listed odds of 5/2 or less.  He tried 
rankings and differentials of several prominent HTR data items including the Pscan.  Surprisingly the 
venerable HTR-consenus (screen <0>) turned out to be the best prediction tool.  By the way, my own re-
search over the years reveals that the 5/2 and less group of ML favorites will end up the actual public tote-
favorite nearly 90% of the time, so this method will toss out the actual wagering chalk most of the time as 
well.       
 
The method of finding false favorites is pretty simple à   
 

• Bet against any entrant with ML odds of 5/2 or less that has an HTR-Consenus 
rating of 44 or less points.    

 
That is it.  Glen offers a couple of extended variations to this rule, but let’s look first at his overall test 
results with this method and then conjecture on why it works so well.  Remember that the normal win rate 
for ML Favorites at 5/2 or less is about 32% and the ROI comes in at about 0.82.   
 

Races Tested: 73,543 
Horses Qualifying (5/2 ML or less,  HTR-Consensus < = 44): 5,542 
Win Rate: 16.51% 
ROI:  0.63 

 
These are very bad results for this large block of heavily bet public horses.  Excellent research by Glen 
and although it looks simple on the face of it, it takes quite a bit of time and tweaking to find the perfect 
number on the consensus scale (44 in this case).  Here are my thoughts on the results. 
 
• The HTR-Consensus is a diverse set of 10 factors with a maximum score of 100.  A point value of 44 

is typically average and points out that the horse is probably in a wide-open race or one of many con-
tenders in the event.  Therefore low odds are unwarranted. 

 
• If the chalk cannot accumulate more than 44 points in the Consensus there are glaring weaknesses in 

the context of class/pace/speed/connections on which the scale is devised.  In other words, why is the 
horse being bet so heavily when it seems to lack strength and balance in the empirical factors? 

 
• Before wagering on any horse at low odds we must demand superiority in multiple categories of 

handicapping factors.  With the knowledge that a low-odds favorite lacks those strengths, it should 
viewed skeptically or wagered against. 

 
Glen also tested the same type of weak favorites in large fields (9 or more) and came up with even better 
results à 
 

Horses Qualifying (5/2 ML or less, HTR-Consensus < = 44; field size 9 or more): 2,303 
Win Rate: 15.33% 
ROI:  0.59 
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Locating False Favorites in HTR….continued 
 

Glen offers one more variation to the HTR-Consensus play to uncover false favorites.  When the consen-
sus total drops to 35 or less on these favorites, they become very, very bad bets.  The problem is the re-
duction in playable races is considerable.  
 

Horses Qualifying (5/2 ML or less, HTR-Consensus < = 35): 1,813 
Win Rate: 11.97% 
ROI:  0.53 

 
While the simplicity of this method appears simplistic, the results are worth further study and I encourage 
you to test it on your own or watch how these favorites run when their ratings fall below 44 points.  
Finding plays with this method can be a problem though, as they are not too numerous.  Also be warned 
about coupled entries that are ML odds of 5/2 or less, one half of the entry may be below the mark and the 
other above it, be sure both horses are below the consensus standard before assuming the entry is a false 
favorite.  I am assuming that Glen used paceline mode (5) in his tests, you can contact him or test the 
other methods on your own by utilizing the HTR4MSA software export utility.  Paceline mode selection 
affects the velocity data only, but can make a difference in the final rating. 
 
Write to Glen Love (Dallas TX) at: love_glen@hotmail.com  
 
Below is an illustration of a race that fits this pattern of a false favorite.  The last horse on the list (#1) has 
an HTR-Consensus total of just 34 points and that makes it an automatic bet-against in this field.  The 
horse finished out of the money.    
 

 11-25-2000   GG   Race 04   8.5F Turf    3up C50 $32000   Par: 105   PL: 5     
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Fin: 5-3-8    Win: 9.60    Exa: 20.00    Tri: 159.10    Scr: 4  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Pn  Horse  Chg  MLO  LAY  Qp RS Ev Lv  VEL CLA PER POW (K) EFF JKY TRN  HTR PRB 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
6  Margin       5/1  015   3  P  7  1   3   6   5   2   4   1   1   2   059 14%  
3 pWest Co      9/2  021   6  E  3  4   4   2   1   1   1   6   4   7   057 21%  
2  Wegotoh      6/1  038   1  S  5  2   1   5   2   3   6   7   3   2   050 14%  
5 wBristol      7/2  014   1  R  6  3   7   3   6   4   2   2   5   1   046 16%  
8 sGraciou     12/1  022   7  E  4  5   6   1   7   6   5   4   2   4   040 10%  
7  Winital     12/1  034   6 *E  1  7   2   7   3   6   7   3   6   4   038 08%  
1  No Nigh      5/2  014   6  E  2  6   5   4   4   5   3   5   7   6   034 18%  
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Information for HTR Users 
TomCat’s Custom Upgrade - TLC 

 
Many of you have obtained the custom application I wrote for Tom Walters last year titled TomCat.exe.  
He recently asked me to revise the output and add a number of new items with a one-page/per-race for-
mat.  The new version brings together several screens and data elements that were not previously avail-
able on one page, or even in the same application – so it is unique.  You can obtain a copy from Tom or 
myself or any other HTR member that has it via email.  The TLC program is freeware, yet it is not avail-
able for download from our web site because it is a custom design for advanced/experienced HTR users 
and there is no permanent documentation.  If you have questions or want to discuss handicapping with 
TLC, please contact Tom Walters: tomcat62@home.com   
 
To bring together all the various elements from IMPACT, Pscan and HTR was a code/memory quagmire.  
It required that I remove all other functions from the program in order to do it.  The TLC application has 
just one button and one function and that is to compute and output the TLC report for each race.  If you 
need other types of handicapping information please use one of the other HTR software products. 
 
Below is a sample of the output for your perusal, explanation of some data items follows on page 7.  I 
selected this race from Calder because the winner had one of my favorite handicapping angles that I will 
explain on the next page.  
 

 11-30-2000   CRC  Race 04   6.0F Dirt    3up C25 $13000   Par: 101   PL: 5     
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Fin: 6-1-2    Win: 11.80    Exa: 56.80    Tri: 115.60    Scr: 3  
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
Pn Horse      MLO   Lx/Eq  LAY   Q RS E L  VEL CLA PER (K) EFF JKY TRN  HTR     
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
4  Savannah   3/1   L  b   013   5  E 4 3   5   1   2   1   3  *1   2   068***  
2 sAlarmist   2/1   L     {028}  1  S 5 2   2   5   1   2   2   7   3   060*    
1 pBarberin   4/1   L  bo  013   4  E 2 4   3   4   3   3   1   3   1   060**   
6 wTour D'    4/1   L  b   013   6 *E 1 5   4   3   4   4   4   2   5   048*    
7  Barriste  10/1   L  b  (087)  1  R 7 1   1   2   5   5   6   5   7   043**   
5  Inner Fi  20/1   L  b   017   3  S 3 7   7   6   6   6   5  *5   3   025     
8  Logical   20/1         (135)  1  R 6 6   6   7   7   7   7   4s  5   019     
  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Pn  Horse      MLO   T/J  Sire   W/O   PER CLA (K)  PRB%  K2   VBET   Pscan     
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
2  sAlarmist   2/1   00%   13%   DF    096 096  2    24  0.62   3.2    0.0      
4   Savannah   3/1   36%   14%         094 097  1    21  0.80   3.7   -1.5      
6  wTour D'    4/1   20%   16%         092 097  4    15  0.68   5.8   -1.7      
1  pBarberin   4/1   17%   14%   C     094 097  3    16  0.74   5.4   -2.2      
7   Barriste  10/1   08%   16%   AFC   082 097  5    14  1.55   6.4$  -2.4      
5   Inner Fi  20/1   00%   00%   F     081 091  6    06  1.23  16.2   -9.9      
8   Logical   20/1   18%   09%   D     069 090  7    06  1.20  16.7   -9.9      
  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Pn  PP Horse          MLO  Jockey   Cr1 Cr2 Cr3 Cr4  RS  eSP-Att-Res  Total     
............................................................................... 
7   06 Barrister     10/1  Rivera   048 062 068 078   R  077 117 077*  271      
2  s02 Alarmist       2/1  Nunez E  075 050     067   S  109 091 065   265      
4   03 Savannah Har   3/1 +Coa Eib  070 055 065 050   E  110 092 053   255      
6  w05 Tour D' Saig   4/1  Velasqu  067 053 062 063  *E *122 083 048   253      
1  p01 Barberino Ex   4/1  Castell  070 062 066 057   E  120 076 051   247      
8   07 Logical Answ  20/1  Coa Dan      031 031 056   R  115 081 032   228      
5   04 Inner Fire    20/1  Rivera,  043 037 049       S  110 075 030   215      
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TLC Software….continued 
 

Most of the column headers are recognizable but there are a few new ones.  All the screens have unique 
symbolism that needs clarification.  The bottom section of the report needs the most explanation. 
 
Top Section of TLC Report 
 
MLO (+) = solid ML favorite (45% or greater probability of winning). 
MLO (x) = false ML favorite as defined on page 5 (less than 20% chance of winning). 
MLO (^) = beaten favorite in last (lost last start while the wagering choice). 
L1 = 1st start on lasix.  
L2 = 2nd start on lasix. 
(Lay) = layoff of 45 days or more 
{Lay} = 2nd start after a layoff of 90 days or more. 
Jky rank  (*) = Jockey has won with this horse in the past. 
Jky rank (s) = rider switch to high-percentage jock.  
HTR = horses are ranked by their HTR-Consensus rating.  The *** are marked for likely con-
tenders based on various factors.   
 

Middle Section of  TLC Report 
 
This section brings together screens (4) and (7) from HTR.  Regular HTR users will recognize 
everything.  Horses are ranked by Pscan differential.  Sire (*) = sire record with horses that are 
making their first start on today’s surface.  $ = Possible longshot play. 
 

Bottom Section of TLC Report 
 
PP = actual post-position and updated instantly when scratches are added.   
Jockey (+) = Jockey/Trainer combo very hot. 
Cr1 = last race Cramer speed figure  (blank = no data, horse finished far back, or did not finish) 
(+)Cr1 = horse won that last start less than 30 days ago. 
Cr2 = 2nd back Cramer speed figure 
Cr3 = 3rd back Cramer speed figure 
Cr4 = 4th back Cramer speed figure 
RS (*) Regular HTR running style designation, (*) = likely early leader. 
 

eSP = IMPACT early speed rating.  (*) = highest rated horse. 
Att =  IMPACT attack (extended turn time) rating. 
Res = IMPACT resistance (final furlong) rating.  (*) = highest rated (Att + Res) 
Total = (eSP + Att + Res) added together.  Horses are sorted by this total. 
 
Notes on the TLC IMPACT section: I had to improvise a bit with this display due to complexity with adding the 
numbers to the program.  The SPEC rating was not included and the Total was simplified from the regular version.  
The “high figs” header was left out.  If you want the complete IMPACT information, please use PRAT or IMPACT. 
 
Handicapping tip with TLC.  re: Calder example race above. 
When a horse displays the (*) in all of the early speed indicators in a sprint race and has drawn a post-po-
sition outside of the other likely early speed, the runner enjoys a tactical advantage.  If a speed duel en-
sues inside, the horse outside can easily take back as the jockey has the best view.  Many early runners 
break much better when drawn outside and can usually gain a quick head start on their field.  Solid favor-
ites (+) that fit this pattern are almost unbeatable if they are in sharp form.     
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Systems and Angles Test 
Speed from the Outside 

 
It is one thing to propose a handicapping angle as I did on the previous page, but quite another to back it 
up with some raw test data and prove profitability.  Some insights are gathered from day to day observa -
tion and are difficult to quantify.  That is partly the case with my angle above as I cannot easily devise a 
test that locates all the horses likely to contest the early lead and then identify the runner that figures to 
benefit the most from being outside of them.  Yet, there is one way to test the angle using a strict set of 
rules and target many of the horses that will benefit from speed on the outside. 
 
Qualifying races to test:  dirt sprints 5.5f – 7.0f  (wet tracks ok) 
Qualifying horses (all ages, class levels were used). Average field size: 8.9. 
• Horse broke the furthest outside post-position in the field.  A field of 10 requires the qualifying horse 

to break from post 10, for example. 
 
• Horse had 7 or 8 Quirin speed points (QP) as shown in HTR. 
• Horse had the (*) designation for likely lead runner as shown on most HTR screens. 
• Horse was ranked #1 in Fr1 or Ev (first call velocity). Paceline mode (5). 
 
This is a very strict set of rules that ensures that the test subject is a sprinter with a pace advantage over 
the field.  We are 100% sure that the runner is breaking to the outside of the other early speed because the 
only horses tested were those breaking from the furthest outside post.  This is a narrow filter that I suspect 
will yield few plays. 
 
Races tested: 12, 673 sprints run at major circuits during year 2000 only. 
 

Horses qualifying: 414 
Winners: 130 
ITM: 291 
Win rate: 31% 
ITM rate: 70%  
ROI = 1.41 

 
Wow!  This is a very impressive ROI.  My theory that these obvious speed horses drawn to the outside 
are live may have some validity.  Larger fields of 10 or more could neutralize these results a bit because 
the horse drawn to the far outside may suffer a case of the “wides”.  So I re-tested the same group of races 
but restricted the qualifying horses to fields of 9 or less.  
 
Races Tested: same races as above, but field size limited to 9 horses. 
 

Horses qualifying: 322 
Winners: 112 
ITM: 229 
Win rate: 35% 
ITM rate: 71%  
ROI = 1.50 
 

Excellent – too good to be true?  The results are slightly better here when the subject horse starts the race 
from post 9 or less.  It could be argued that smaller field sizes inevitably lead to a higher win percentage, 
but the ROI here is promising.   
 
FYI: I ran the first test on HOL sprints.  27 plays with 12 winners with an ROI of 1.93.    
 
Conclusion: dominant front runner from an outside post may have a formidable advantage. 
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Systems and Angles Test 
Speed on the Rail 

 
As long as I am testing with a strict set of rules for speed horses, why not run the same races through 
again and see how these front runners fare from the furthest inside post – speed on the rail.   
 
Qualifying races to test:  dirt sprints 5.5f – 7.0f  (wet tracks ok) 
Qualifying horses (all ages, class levels were used). Average field size 8.9. 
• Horse broke the furthest inside post-position (the rail or post 1) in the field. 
• Horse had 7 or 8 Quirin speed points (QP) as shown in HTR. 
• Horse had the (*) designation for likely lead runner as shown on most HTR screens. 
• Horse was ranked #1 in Fr1 or Ev (first call velocity). 
 
Races tested: 12, 673 sprints run at major circuits run in year 2000 only. 
 

Horses qualifying: 366 
Winners: 112 
ITM: 261 
Win rate: 31% 
ITM rate: 71%  
ROI = 1.09 

 
The win percent and ITM (in-the-money or 1-2-3 finish) are almost identical to the outside post test.  Yet 
the ROI is considerably smaller.  Still, this is a good result.  But is it the post positions combined with the 
early speed advantage in sprints that is getting these winners, or is it the early speed characteristics alone 
doing the work here? 
 
The heck with the post-position filters, these rules for early speed seem to be potent at getting winners 
period.  Next I’ll run the same races through the tester without the post-position stipulation and hope that 
a nice early speed angle has been uncovered here.  The qualifying horse sample size will increase.  
 
Qualifying races to test:  dirt sprints 5.5f – 7.0f  (wet tracks ok) 
Qualifying horses (all ages, class levels were used) 
 
• Any post-position. 
• Horse had 7 or 8 Quirin speed points (QP) as shown in HTR. 
• Horse had the (*) designation for likely lead runner as shown on most HTR screens. 
• Horse was ranked #1 in Fr1 or Ev (first call velocity). Paceline mode (5). 
 
Races tested: 12, 673 sprints run at major circuits run in year 2000 only. 
 

Horses qualifying: 2,666  (method finds about 1 play in 5 races) 
Winners: 609 
ITM: 1734 
Win rate: 23% 
ITM rate: 65%  
ROI = 0.90 

 
Darn, I though I had a real strong system going with these early speed rules.  Note the dramatic drop in 
win% and ROI from the previous two tests.  That 0.90 ROI would be much lower if not for the excellent 
results garnered from those outside post winners with some help from the rail winners.  Have I proven 
that early speed horses perform better from the inner or outer posts?  Possibly, but more likely it confirms 
that when these front runners are given any advantage, results can improve exponentially.  
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Systems and Angles Test 
Speed in the Mud 

 
I don’t test wet dirt track data very often.  Inclement conditions mess up thoroughbred form significantly 
and test results are not as reliable in the goo.  But it is December and moisture is been accumulating on 
many tracks so a test of those front runners seems warranted – both sprint and route.   
 
To digress for a second: one rainy year, my racetrack partners Ernie and Ben bought one of 
those breeding/sire guides that numerically rate the sires by turf, mud and 2yr potency.  We 
manually typed all the sires and the ratings into a database and I wrote a special software pro-
gram that would list the ratings for each entrant after we downloaded the card.  The idea was 
similar to the information that Daily Racing Form now provides with the Tomlinson numbers.  
Our book (by Mike Helm) rated all the sires by letter grade from A to F.  Our natural inclination 
was to wager the A and B rated mud sires on wet days.  To our dismay, these hot slop sires 
were woefully over-bet by the public and were producing horrid ROI and below average win 
percentages.  In fact, we began to discover that the F rated mud sires were producing huge 
longshots and winning with regularity.  It was nuts – but then again, so is handicapping a horse 
race based on an estimate of paternal genetic propensity for running faster on a muddy surface!  
 
It is clear from watching races run in the mud that the footing is only part of the problem.  The 
greater issue may be the nasty conditions – mud and water flying back into the eyes and caked 
all over horse and rider – resulting in unpredictable circumstances. 
 
Qualifying races to test:   WET dirt races 5.0f – 12.0f  (tracks rated sloppy, wet-fast or muddy) 
Qualifying horses (all ages, class levels were used)   Average field size :  7.7 
 
• Horse had 7 or 8 Quirin speed points (QP) as shown in HTR. 
• Horse had the (*) designation for likely lead runner as shown on most HTR screens. 
• Horse was ranked #1 in Fr1 or Ev (first call velocity).  Paceline mode (5). 
 
Races tested: 3,422  wet track sprints and routes run at major circuits run in year 2000 only. 
 

Horses qualifying: 831  
Winners: 219 
ITM: 407 
Win rate: 26% 
ITM rate: 49%  
ROI = 0.88 
 

Smart horseplayers don’t bet seriously on wet tracks.  Attendance and mutuel handle drop 50% or more at 
most location when the track becomes muddy.  Even a horse in solid form at the peak of health may balk 
at running in the goo.  Computer handicapping programs cannot break through intangibles present in 
sloppy conditions.  For your knowledge base, below is a listing of selected HTR factors and the tested 
win% and ROI for the sample of wet track races above.  Future results may vary greatly! 
 

Factor           WinP           ROI    
 
Pscan      28%      0.84 
HTR-Cons   31%      0.90 
(K)        30%      0.91 
Fr1        19%      0.81 
A/P        25%      0.96 
S/P        23%      0.93 
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Systems and Angles Test 
Speed from the Rail and Far Outside Dirt Routes 

 
The earlier sprint tests that isolated clear front-runners from the outside and rail posts proved very inter-
esting.  To finish off this month’s newsletter let’s take a look at the same tests in two turn route races.   
Remember that Fr1 is computed at the 4f call in route races.  A couple of changes also had to be made in 
the test filters ----  
• Route races from BEL at less than 1½ miles are removed because they are run around one turn. 
• One turn mile races at Aqu, CD and AP are removed. 
• Quirin speed points are relatively lower in routes, so the threshold for horse qualification was lowered 

to “6 points or more”. 
 
Qualifying races to test:  two-turn dirt routes 8.0f – 12.0f (wet tracks ok) 
Qualifying horses (all ages, class levels were used).  Average field size: 8.1 
• Horse broke the furthest outside post-position in the field. 
• Horse had 6 or more Quirin speed points (QP) as shown in HTR. 
• Horse had the (*) designation for likely lead runner as shown on most HTR screens. 
• Horse was ranked #1 in Fr1 or Ev (first call velocity). 
 
Races tested: 6,311 routes run at major circuits run in year 2000 only. 
 

Horses qualifying: 389 
Winners: 64 
ITM: 132 
Win rate: 16% 
ITM rate: 34%  
ROI = 0.62 

 
Ouch - the outside speed in routes is miserable - beware.  
Next, here are the results of route speed on the rail. 
 
Qualifying races to test:  two-turn dirt routes 8.0f – 12.0f  (wet tracks ok) 
Qualifying horses (all ages, class levels were used).  Average field size 8.1. 
• Horse broke the furthest inside post-position (the rail or post 1) in the field. 
• Horse had 6 or more Quirin speed points (QP) as shown in HTR. 
• Horse had the (*) designation for likely lead runner as shown on most HTR screens. 
• Horse was ranked #1 in Fr1 or Ev (first call velocity). 
 
Races tested: 6,311 routes run at major circuits run in year 2000 only. 
 

Horses qualifying: 405 
Winners: 108 
ITM: 206 
Win rate: 26% 
ITM rate: 51%  
ROI = 0.89 

 
Nothing earthshaking here, but the speed holds it’s own on the rail in routes despite probably being over-
bet by the public.     
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 Late News and Contact Information 
 

Sincere Holiday wishes and a big thank-you to all readers of the HTR newsletter 
during the year 2000.  Feedback, compliments and criticism are always welcome.  
Looking forward to super year 2001 with you.     
 
Last chance to get Tom Walters’ new book: Exotic Wagering Formulas at the 
special price offered to HTR members only.  Please mail to Tom by December 10th.  Or-
ders received after that may not get processed until January.   
 

To get your copy post-paid direct from the author:  
mail cash, check or money order for $20 to --- 
 

Tom Walters  
401 Redding Road   #4 
Lexington, KY  40517 
 

 

 
HTR is a service of – 
 

KM Software 
PMB 315 
5024 Katella Ave 
Los Alamitos, CA  90720 
 

Voicemail:  714-220-1230 
Fax:  714-693-3399 
Email:  kmsoft@earthlink.net 
Free HTR website (software updates):  www.homebased2.com/km 

 
HTR Monthly Report is an on-line newsletter and is normally completed at the end of each month, then 
placed on the HTR member (download) web site.  This is not a free publication.  Monthly members of 
HTR can view the newsletter for no charge on-line, Adobe Reader software (free) required.  If you are not 
an HTR download customer, or prefer a printed version mailed to you, a newsletter subscription is avail-
able for a $79/year.  Comments and suggestions are always welcome. 
 
Products and services from KM Software 
 
HTR Unlimited Download: $119/mo includes the on-line edition of the newsletter. 
HTR Monthly Report newsletter:  $79 for a one year subscription mailed 1st class. 
HTR Software  FREE, requires download subscription for use. 
 Download the latest copy of HTR software from our web site. 

 
 
KM Software has been a licensed business in California since 1993. 


